
Web multi-browser developer 
 

Status: Full time, 

employee 

Shift: First shift 

(Day) 

Job location: Orlando 

(Florida) 

Reference 

code: 

2WI101010 

Company information: 

We are a new, stealth-mode IT venture, founded by a team of serial and highly experienced entrepreneurs. We are 

committed to the development of a series of original, patent-protected solutions that revolutionize the brand-

customer relationship thereby making marketing, advertising and sales strategies and programs more productive. 

Our focus is on total customer engagement. 

  

We are currently seeking the best experts to team-up with us for the successful development of the venture.  Thanks 

to the early stage, the team members will be offered unique career opportunities:  thrive excellence, apply own 

creativity, building-up solutions to new relational concepts, and gradually, but quite quickly, assume management 

responsibilities within the company.  The whole world and different cultures will open-up to you. 

We work in a fast pace, under pressure, handling multiple tasks, concerned about details and individual reliability, 

BUT we care that you enjoy your work, as well as your private life. 

Human values are as important as professional skills in our company.  Our management belief: to provide to our 

team the most rewarding working environment of their whole professional life! 

Position description: 

The web interface developer will take in charge the following responsibilities, as short/mid-term objectives: 

 designs and develops the product’s graphical user interface – using an MVC framework - the interactive website, 

logos, and other design/multimedia work 

 participates to the design and develops graphical prototypes under Chrome/Chromium, Mozilla and Safari 

 articulates design concepts to a variety of audiences including software engineers, management, sales people, and of 

course clients 

 participates to the elaboration of innovative interactive documentation, as an integral part of our product functionality 

 

This is an ideal professional career path to excellence, breaking ground innovation and to assuming higher level 

responsibilities within the Company. 

Reporting structure: 

The user interfacing developer will report to the CTO.  

 

Required knowledge, skills and education: 

 minimum 5 years experience in developing web interface /navigation, design, and graphic design using HTML5 and 

JavaScript technologies under Chrome/Chromium, Mozilla and Safari browsers 

 good experience in LAMP with Zend Framework 

 software development based on OOP and modular/pattern construction 

 significant experience in implementing fast-response user web technology components (AJAX) 

 a good expertise of website architecture and web page design 

 at-ease using both Adobe suites and Eclipse 

 enthusiasm for creating cutting edge user interface design, taking into account  artistic look, functionality split-up and 

dynamic use performance 

 excellent communication skills – forward thinker, enthusiasm for learning new technology and challenged by 

innovation 

 

Work experience in an Internet advertising agency is a big plus. 

A Bachelors degree with background in design and usability is desirable, but proven experience, passion and innovation drive 

are key in our search. 

Company benefits: 

We offer a comprehensive compensation and benefits package, including starter stock. 

 

Application: 

Please e-mail your resume, plus a brief message describing why this position would be suitable for you, and 

including your position-related experience, to: recruitment@governancefunds.com.  Please remember to note the Job 

Reference Code for this position in the subject of the email.  Principals only, no agencies please. Governance Funds is an 

equal opportunity employer. 

 

 


